Differentiation of early from advanced coronary atherosclerotic lesions: systematic comparison of CT, intravascular US, and optical frequency domain imaging with histopathologic examination in ex vivo human hearts.
To establish an ex vivo experimental setup for imaging coronary atherosclerosis with coronary computed tomographic (CT) angiography, intravascular ultrasonography (US), and optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) and to investigate their ability to help differentiate early from advanced coronary plaques. All procedures were performed in accordance with local and federal regulations and the Declaration of Helsinki. Approval of the local Ethics Committee was obtained. Overall, 379 histologic cuts from nine coronary arteries from three donor hearts were acquired, coregistered among modalities, and assessed for the presence and composition of atherosclerotic plaque. To assess the discriminatory capacity of the different modalities in the detection of advanced lesions, c statistic analysis was used. Interobserver agreement was assessed with the Cohen κ statistic. Cross sections without plaque at coronary CT angiography and with fibrous plaque at OFDI almost never showed advanced lesions at histopathologic examination (odds ratio [OR]: 0.02 and 0.06, respectively; both P<.0001), while mixed plaque at coronary CT angiography, calcified plaque at intravascular US, and lipid-rich plaque at OFDI were associated with advanced lesions (OR: 2.49, P=.0003; OR: 2.60, P=.002; and OR: 31.2, P<.0001, respectively). OFDI had higher accuracy for discriminating early from advanced lesions than intravascular US and coronary CT angiography (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve: 0.858 [95% confidence interval {CI}: 0.802, 0.913], 0.631 [95% CI: 0.554, 0.709], and 0.679 [95% CI: 0.618, 0.740]; respectively, P<.0001). Interobserver agreement was excellent for OFDI and coronary CT angiography (κ=0.87 and 0.85, respectively) and was good for intravascular US (κ=0.66). Systematic and standardized comparison between invasive and noninvasive modalities for coronary plaque characterization in ex vivo specimens demonstrated that coronary CT angiography and intravascular US are reasonably associated with plaque composition and lesion grading according to histopathologic findings, while OFDI was strongly associated. These data may help to develop initial concepts of sequential imaging strategies to identify patients with advanced coronary plaques.